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Tazathon 
RFB (Request for Bold) 

Creative Development Project 
June 12, 2018 

 

Background 

We’re Taza Chocolate, a small company located in Somerville, MA, that started 
out thirteen years ago making bold choices to bring our bold ideas to life. Today 
we are launching an RFB (request for Bold) because we have big, bold plans: to 
grow our business by more than double in the next 3 years. To help us achieve 
this, we need bold creative and communications ideas. 

Thirteen years ago, we made an unconventional choice to stone grind the highest 
quality cacao beans. Stone grinding is an unprocessed process that brings out the 
innately intense flavor of cacao. Every piece, every bite is a statement. The flavor: 
surprising, real, true and bold.  
 
We’ve continued to be bold in how we do business. We created the chocolate 
industry’s first third-party certified Direct Trade cacao sourcing program, to 
ensure quality and transparency for all. We have real, face-to-face relationships 
with growers who respect the environment and fair labor practices. They provide 
us with the best organic cacao, and we pay them prices significantly higher 
than Fair Trade. In fact, you can see exactly what we pay them, in our 
groundbreaking Annual Cacao Sourcing Transparency Reports.   
 
Here’s our situation: Seriously delicious Taza Chocolate. Distribution in some of 
the best retailers in the world. Check. Taza superfans. Check.  
What’s missing is we need to introduce Taza to more of those Superfans.  That’s 
where you come in. 
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What We’re Looking For 

Since we’re a small brand fighting in a heavily competitive category against a lot 
of big chocolate companies– we need every dollar focused on our goal to grow.  
We’re seeking creative ideas and work that will break through and get people to 
seek out Taza.  We want creative freelance teams who think Big and Bold.  We’re 
not talking bold for bold’s sake – but smart, make-every-dollar-work-harder Bold.  
We made the decision to look for freelance teams because we know there’s some 
seriously good talent out there. We are simply too small to pay the overhead of 
agencies, and we’re looking to avoid being a small fish in a big agency pond. 
We’re looking for teammates. Great, fun, smart partners who are interested in 
helping a small brand grow. 

 
Criteria for Selection 
 
The partner we work with must: 
 

• Show us work you created that broke through in the category and drove 
results (individually or as a freelance team) 

• Understand the small brand mentality- who have you worked with that’s 
small 

• Ability to work with an in-house creative partner 
• Have a great reputation – not just based on your work – but as a human. 

We want to work with good, caring people. No egos, no assholes  
• Have a proven track record in being able to express a powerful idea from a 

brand positioning platform 
• Have experience developing work for digital and social platforms 
• Have experience in developing branded experiences 
• Have experience in developing material for retail programs/selling products 

at retail 
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Things that are important to us 
 

• We value work that disrupts, but not for disruption’s sake. We want the 
work to stand out, be admired, but be built of sound strategies, making us 
all proud 

• We value chemistry- it’s a relationship after all 
• We value flexibility, nimble behavior and above all partnership –we need 

someone who is passionate and willing to do what it takes 
• We value curiosity - we have a good amount of information but having 

fresh eyes and people who challenge us is important 
• We value Bold. But we guess you figured that out by now. 

 
Our Key Challenges  

1) We need the work to bring ‘Stone ground’ to life. Our experience shows us 
that the expectation need to be set for the grit and boldness (taste and 
texture) that stone grinding creates before people taste Taza for the first 
time. Grit is Good.  Let’s face it --you and the world grew up on smooth 
silky milk chocolate and we are fighting that.  But once someone 
understands it and tastes it—nirvana. It’s delicious and bold, real and true.  

2) We need to dial up our key points of differentiation. When we started 13 
years ago, Organic and Direct Trade used to be unique.  We have all the 
certifications (organic, non-GMO, Vegan, Dairy Free, Soy Free, etc…) but it’s 
not necessarily what we believe will stand out. We hope ‘stone ground’ and 
‘Bold’ will do this. Our product is exceptional. It’s the hero.  

3) We are a family owned business fighting the proverbial David & Goliath 
battle – we don’t have the resources of the big chocolate companies. Every 
single dollar matters. 

4) We need to unify our brand assets and activities (packaging, product SKUS, 
owned channels and messaging) to be consistent and work hard for us 

5) We need ideas on how to best leverage our own retail properties (store, 
tour, BPM, web) 
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Our Tazathon Process 
 
Like a Brandathon, we plan to move fast. But unlike a Brandathon, we will give 
you a little more time especially since there’s a holiday in there.  Unlike a 
traditional agency pitch, we aren’t doing a lot of rounds.  First, answer some 
simple questions and from whomever responds, we will pick 3-4 freelance teams 
to participate in briefing and assignment. We will pay a small stipend* to each 
team to cover some of your time.  Those teams will come in with initial ideas (we 
aren’t making you go to the well but would like enough work so we can see your 
idea and how it’s put into application). We will pick one freelance team who we 
will then pay** to take their work to completion. That will be the beginning of our 
Partnership***. 
 
Round 1:  RFB Submission. Please send your submission, complete with team 
names, contact information, and answers to the 10 questions included at the end 
of this document to tazathon@tazachocolate.com by June 19th  at 5pm.  
 
Round 2:  We will select 3-4 freelance teams and everyone will be notified by 
Friday June 22nd.  If selected, you will be invited to a Tazathon Briefing on 
Tuesday June 26th from 1-3pm in our Taza Offices in Somerville. We will go over 
the assignment and then take folks on a Factory Tour, then Q&A.  
 
The 3-4 finalists will have 2+ weeks to develop and then present their response to 
the assignment – we will work to schedule the 3-4 teams in from July 11th to July 
17th  in 90 minute slots. We’ll work with the teams to find a mutually convenient 
time during those days.  Think of the meeting more as a worksession – share with 
us a powerful idea with ways to bring it to life, but use the time to also see how 
we work together by asking questions, discussing the ideas, etc…we don’t need 
fancy – just really good and Bold. 
 
We will make a decision by Friday July 20th and select a freelance team to do 
some initial work with us.**** We are so looking forward to meeting you. 
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We Are Looking For 
 
(1) The quality of your thinking and ability to interpret data/ 

information/insights 
 Based on the information and data we provide, we would like to see how you 
use insights and learning to help inform the creative. 
 

(2) Your creative  
We are looking to see how you bring a brand positioning to life – smart and 
boldly. 
 

(3) Collaboration and chemistry 
The best work is born from listening and understanding, which only comes 
from spending time, going deep and a having shared vision.  This comes from 
collaboration. Our work session will be an opportunity to begin to see how we 
collaborate, how we talk through thoughts, ideas, etc….  

 
Our Ask 
 

• Freelancers must be able to demonstrate they are not under any non-
compete agreement with an agency precluding them from working with us 

• Freelance teams must deliver as outlined in the requirements to be paid  
• Only freelance teams will be considered – not agencies.  
• Freelance teams should include the right mix of talent who are skilled in 

creative concepting, developing work that lives in multiple communications 
platforms. Ideally this would be a small team with the capabilities needed 
to deliver on the requests outlined, including: 

o Building the brand, but driving business  
o Design and copywriting experience for the digital age 
o Developing effective experiential activations at events and retail 
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Taza Review Team 
 
Alex Whitmore – Co-founder and CEO 
Kathleen Fulton- Co-founder and Chief Design Officer 
Barb Reilly – Chief Operating and Chief Marketing Officer 
Matt Dunn – Digital, Social and Web Director 
Stephanie Larason – Brand Director 
 

 
*Each team in the Round 2 selection will be paid a $3,500 stipend.  
**The finalist will be asked to bring their ideas to life in select 
communications for $15,000. We’re not looking for everything on the list to 
be done for this – but we are asking your help in getting us up and running 
with some creative assets.  
*** We will have more work/more $. This is just to get us up and running. 
If it helps, we provide lots of seriously delicious chocolate too! 
****This is not a carrot being dangled.  We are just at the beginning of our 
journey. We hope you’ll be interested in working alongside us as we grow. 
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Tazathon RFB 
Creative Development Project 

 
Request for Information 

June 2018 
 
 

If interested in participating in the Tazathon, please provide the following: 
 
By Tuesday June 19th at 5pm please email tazathon@tazachocolate.com with your teams’ 
names, contact information (email address and mailing address), and your responses to the 
following questions:   
 

1. Your Name and address (along with your team member names)—does your team have a 
name?  What areas of expertise do you each bring to the team? 
 

2. # of years you’ve each been freelancing 
 

3. What did you do before freelancing? Give us a good look back. 
 

4. What made you each decide to freelance and work together? 
 

5. We are interested in the most applicable examples of work/case studies relating to 
creative you and your team have developed with small brands in competitive categories.  
CPG experience, retail experience, brand building experience – making small budgets go 
further, making brands get noticed across multiple types of communication platforms. 
 

a. Please provide 2-3 examples of your work (individually and/or as a team- and 
identify which) with detail of the background, problem that communications was 
trying to solve, your insights to help solve it and your creative approach to bring 
the work to life by creating a powerful big idea from an approved brand 
positioning.  (Work you share should cover film, radio, digital, social, branded 
experience and sales materials).  
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6. What makes you/your team different? Describe what you care about and how you like 
to work with your clients. 
 

7. Give us an example of when you yourself have been Bold, or developed work that is 
Bold. 
 

8. Who would your top reference be to describe what it is like to work with you? What do 
you believe they would say about you? 
 

9. Who are some of the clients you have freelanced with (individually and as a team)?  
 

10.  Please tell us why you would be interested in working with Taza. 
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Key Pitch Deliverables: 
 
We need three key types of messaging:   
 

(1) Pure brand- creative that communicates how Taza is different.   
(2) Ideas for promoting gifting at the holidays 
(3) Promotion of Wicked Dark SKUS 
 
This list is included for reference in case helpful for planning. We look for you to share your 
creative platform and demonstrate how it lives in real application, using this list as your 
guide. 

 

Category Brand Look and Feel Activation Ideas Specific Tactical Deliverables 

Description 

We need a brand look 
and feel that brings our 
positioning to life and 
shows our audience 
that bold is better. Just 
like our chocolate, 
there are some items 
that are set in stone, 
but others where we'd 
like your ideas and 
input. 

We're a small producer in 
a competitive industry with 
the best product on the 
market. We need big 
ideas that will help us 
punch above our weight 
class and get us noticed, 
even without a big budget. 
What are the ways that we 
can showcase to a broad 
audience that bold is 
better? Don't be afraid to 
tap into culture and use it 
as a springboard to 
magnify our activations - 
we aren't. 

At the end of the day, we need to 
move product. Building the brand 
will help in doing so, but, in a world 
of limited budgets due to our 
current scale, we'll need everything 
to ultimately support purchase, and 
do so in a way that can be tracked 
to justify further investment. You 
need to show us that your work can 
carry through to conversion. 

Elements to 
Consider 

Logo Do not 
change 

Brand stunts that 
showcase bold 

Conversion tactics on digital and 
social 

Color Palette Open to 
ideas 

Digital and social-led 
activations 

Support materials for events / trade 
shows 

Tone of 
voice 

Open to 
ideas 

Leaning into cultural 
calendar/points of tension 

Support materials / activations for 
in store 

Video/image 
treatment 
style 

Open to 
ideas Activations at retail  

Packaging Open to 
ideas 

  

Key 
Deliverables 

Mood Board 2-3 big ideas that 
showcase bold, but don't 
have a huge pricetag. 
Focus on 3 concepts: pure 

FB/IG Link or 
Carousel Ads 

10x10 Trade 
Show Concept 

Video and Image 
Treatment Examples Display Printed collateral 

concept (can go 
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brand; bold ideas for 
growing Taza gifting; and 
our unique 95% Wicked 
Dark bar line. 

in gifting, or other 
places) 

Packaging concepts 
that unite all lines Storesheets Event handout 

 
Product naming 
conventions   

 Brand "About Us" Copy 
Winning team will help map out 
Sales Video 

 


